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GOVERN M ENT POLYTECH N IC, KHAMGAON
JALAMB ROAD KHAMGAON DIST-BULDHANA-444303
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(07263) -256644(P) 254609(R)

E-mail No.:gpolykhamgaon@gmail.com

Website:www. gpkhamgaon.edu. in

NO: GPK/DC-00211 S-20L9/
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Date: t9/0312019
To,
ALL INTRESTED PARTIES
SUB:- QUOTATION for the rate of transportation for distribution of papers
Sir,
Sealed quotation is hereby invited by the undersigned for the subject as mentioned above so as to
reach this office on or before 3OlO3lzOLg quotation received after the due date will not be

considered
CONDITION:-

1) Materials quoted should confirm to the specification given in the list. When specification is not
2l
3)
4)

particularly mentioned in the form please mention the details with make & size of the best
quality.
The undersigned reserves the right of rejecting all the quotation without mentioning any reason
All rates should be F.O.R. Khamgaon only including all applicable taxes otherwise the quotation
will not be considered.
For sales Tax/VAT or any other taxes, if any "D" "AF" form will be furnished on demand where
ap

plica ble.

5) Allthe rates should be F.O.R. institute.
5) The envelop should be superscripted as "Quotation

for the rate of transportation for distribution
papers"
of
& should be sealed.
7l The quotation should be valid up to 3L marches from the date of opening.
8) Quotation will be opened on Otlo4l2019 AT 12.30 pm Hrs.
9) Samples are required to be supplied for items specifically mentioned in remarks
L0) Railway receipt or motor receipts for goods should be sent directly to us by registered post &

will not be accepted through bankers or V.l.P.
11) Testing of material will be done by the consignee at the destination & bill will be paid early if
tests results are found satisfactory.
12) Advance payment is not admissible.
13) Payment will not permissible on dispatch documents through bank or V.l.P.
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14) Paymentwill bemadebyD.D.ofstatebankoflndia
15) The material should be required to be insured with govt. insurance if specifically mentioned in

the order.
iN6) Material should be dispatched at Khamgaon and rates should be quoted F.O.R.. Khamgon
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quotation.
,,r,)t' ' otherwise charge should be clearly mentioned in the
.
quotation.
17l' vAT/TlN no/PAN no must be mentioned on
-f+:
Your firm must be register to income tax department and quote your registration no. on
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quotation. lf you obtained supply order it is compulso
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compulsory to produce no. Deduction of income tax
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Remarks
Particulars
Sr. no.
Quantity
.;(rr
4i. 1
List of vehicle (1 to 2)
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Sr.no
1

2

particulars
Light motor vehicle having seating
capacity of 9+1 to equivalent
Cruiser/Tata Sumo

Light motor vehicle having seating
capacity of 4+1 to equivalent TATA

lndica/lndigo

Quantity

Remarks

01

Kindly quote the
rates of

transportation of
both the vehicles
01

includine all taxes
Kindly quote the
rates of

transportation of
both the vehicles
including all taxes
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